Zeta Specialist Lighting is the UK’s leading supplier of bespoke LED and solar lighting solutions to the signage industry.

The award winning Zeta Solar Signage Kit is a bespoke solution for lighting outdoor totems and monoliths which includes discreet aluminium backed PV Solar Panels, the patented PS800 Controller, long life AGM batteries and, if required, PIR movement sensors, all alongside various lighting options: Zeta Embedded LED Panels (ELP), Zeta Light Guide Panels (LGP) and Zeta LED Lattice Ladder.

Each kit is a bespoke solution to provide optimal performance and substantial energy and cost savings for totems and monoliths, making the Zeta solution the best in the market.

Our off grid solution eliminates the need for digging and cabling, meaning install time and costs are even more significantly reduced.

Ongoing costs are also eradicated and the overall environmental impact of a solar powered scheme is much lower than an on grid solution.

Applications:
- Exterior
- Off grid
- Urban areas
- Rural areas
● Environmentally friendly
● Eliminates light pollution
● Energy efficient with zero running costs
● Virtually maintenance free
● Massive cost savings compared to on grid
● No disruption to traffic or pedestrians
● Instant installation
● High reliability
● Easier reading
● Robust and durable - Anti-vandal
● Controllability with movement sensitive PIR interface
● Dimmable and with timer functionality
● Suitable for outdoor use (waterproof)
● Discreet, PV positioning
● Even illumination
● Bespoke options

Please contact the Zeta sales team on 01869 322500 to discuss bespoke projects.